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Where Does the Sky Bnd?
Faith Thoaa
•KOWABUNGAI
Hey, Leonardo, the pizza dude's here! soooooo,
let's celebrate!• cried a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle in a
california surfer voice.
Brian and I had just finished putting the dishes ·away and
were settled in the family room with paper and a shoebox full of
crayons.
on the TV in front of us, Brian's favorite cartoon
gladiators decided to take a break froa fighting crime to have a
party in the city sewer.
I noticed that the turtles' home was
remarkably clean, ventilated and well-lighted for an underground
sewer. Looking down, I smoothed the blank sheet of paper in front
of ae.
"What should I draw?"
Already deep into his picture, Brian murmured, "A giant fly
eating a frog."
"No. There's no such thing as a giant fly," I scoffed. "How
about just a frog?"
"Okay." He clutched his green crayola tighter and zagged it
passionately across his paper. "But 11ake him gettin' a fly."
I sighed, settled into a comfortable kneel, and selected a
Crayola from the battered shoebox. "That sounds reasonable."
"DUDEI
The pizza's moving!
It's alive!" screamed the
television.
"Mutant pizza-- let's get itt TURTLE POWER!"
·
I winced at the cacophony and turned it down with the remote.
"Hey!" Brian, protested, looking up.
"I can't hear itt"
"You can
still hear
it," I
insisted with babysitter
authority.
"Are you really watching anyways?"
His jaw set. "Yes. Please turn it up a little."
I did.
"But I don't see how you can concentrate on draw:i.ng
and watch TV at the same time . "
--- He watched half-shelled heroes battling the possessed pizza
for a minute, then he returned to his artwork.
The room was
silent, except for the turtle adventures and his scribbling.
I carefully outlined my frog's lilipad, my mind beginning to
wander. Today was Sunday. That meant I had to read five pages in
my u.s. history text, write a speech and study for a physics quiz
before retiring for the night. I groaned.
Hy thoughts were interrupted by a small hand tugging on my
arm.
"Hey!
Sam?
Are you okay? Finish your picture," urged
Brian. He was staring at me with wide eyes.
"Oh . " I shook my head to clear it.
"I'm sorry."
I hadn't
even remembered setting my Crayola down, but I picked it up and
continued anyway.
"What happened?"
"Nothing. I was just thinking ... is there an encyclopedia
set somewhere around here?"
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"Why?" Brian asked.
"Well, I like to be exact in ay drawing. I'll copy a picture
of a frog instead of trying to create ay own."
"In Dad's office." He dug back into the crayon box.
I soon
returned with the "F" volume of World Book. I leafed through it.
"There. How about this one?" I asked hi•, showing him a picture
of a spotted, brownish-green leopard frog.
"Great! But when you draw him, blow hi• upl"
"You want to see his insides!
Sorry, but I don't remember
that much from biology last year . .
"No, what I meant was blow up his throat, like when he's
croaking.
Puff it up real big, and give him scary red eyes, and
don't forget the fly."
I sighed. "A frog can't croak and eat at the same time."
"Why not?"
Because it's physically !•possible."
crestfallen, he muttered, "It's just a picture.
Doesn't
matter if it's impossible or not. Just draw him exploding."
I didn't take him seriously. "So do you want him eating or
croaking?"
"I don't care anymore. When are my mom and dad coming home?"
"Not until after you go to bed."
"Real late?"
"Extremely late."
I slowly copied an open-mouthed leopard
frog onto my paper, adding a long tongue extending to snatch a
fly. Brian watched with renewed interest.
"Now for the background, I'll draw a swamp," I said.
"Wait. You've got to give the fly wings. I~'s just a black
dot . "
"In relation to the size of the frog, the fly would barely
show," I explained patiently. "It's too big as it is in the first
place. You wouldn't be close enough to see wings."
"It looks like he's eating a piece of dirt."
I lettered the word "FLY" next to the insect and drew an
arrow to hi•. Brian wriggled with nervous dissatisfaction.
"You
didn't have to do that. You've ruined the picture."
"Since when are you so critical of •Y art?" I demanded
softly.
"You don't see me telling you how to draw."
"You asked me what you should draw.
I'm just telling you,"
he said, still wiggling anxiously.
"Hey, buddy, I'm sorry," I said kindly. I needed to change
the subject. "Can I please see your picture?"
His face brightened.
"Okay!" He slid the sheet over to me .
I like the
I looked at it. "Oh, you're doing grhat so far!
house- is that your fa•ily I see through t e windows?"
He turned to look quizzically at me . "So far? It's done!"
"No, you haven't finished coloring the rest of the sky in."
"The rest of it? It's done!" he insisted.
I looked again. It was a one-dimensional picture, quite good
for a little boy, with a crooked brown house, lollipop trees and
lines that implied a parked car in the driveway . Behind the
house's drapes, there was a glimpse of smiling stick people.
In
the space above the loopy chimney smoke, three black m-shaped
birds flew, and, along the top border of the paper, a thick blue
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line a half-inch thick indicated the sky.
"The sky is up," he explained. "That's where I put it . "
"That's true," I said carefully, wonderinq if the • subject was
worthy enouqh to pursue, "but the sky doesn't end there."
"Then where does the sky end?"
"It doesn't really.
It extends down to the house, qrass and
trees . "
He was beco•inq defensive.
He turned away. "It does not .
The sky is up . "
"Yes, the sky is up. But it's everywhere too."
"If it was everywhere, that's all you'd see. You wouldn't be
able to see me or the house or the qrass."
"That's because you can s~e throuqh it. It's like it's
invisible . "
"Then you wouldn't be able to see it at all!" he yelled
triumphantly.
"But I can see itl" His face qlowed . "It's blue."
"Not always," I said, my patience qone.
I took his hand,
draqqed hi• to the kitchen, qrabbed our coats and pulled him
outside.
Niqht was approachinq, and the sunset's pastels bathed
the sky.
I pointed . "See. When you look at the sky, it's not just
•up . '
You can s~e it all the way down to the tops of the trees .
It extends to the horizon. And it's not blue . "
"It's after supper now . In my picture, it's noon, when the
sky is blue and up. So I'm riqht . "
"Can't you understand?" I cried , exasperated . "Don't you
see? Sky is not a straiqht line at the top of the world- it's
everywhere!
It's between you and me, but you can't see itl And
after it's blue, way out there, it turns black and becomes spacel
It never endsl"
Brian wisely decided not to press on . His solemn round face
just blinked up at mine in wonder. "It's cold," he said to me in
a little voice.
"Can we go in now?"
"But do you believe me, do you see now?" I said, calminq my
temper.
I barely saw his head .
He nodded in the qrowinq darkness .
move . But I heard him say, "Yes, I see. The sky doesn't end."
I'm sorry for blowinq up at ypu that
"Good .
Let ' s qo in .
way."
we went in . To drive home my point, I looked up Finland in
world Book and showed him a landscape scene .
The blue sky was
cloudless and everywhere .
But even as I watched him finish his picture with the blue
crayola, I knew that he really didn ' t understand .

Katherine K. Crouch
I heard the doorbell ring, but I was in no hurry to answer
it.
I sat very still on the bed, staring at •Y pale reflection in
the mirror while I waited. Hy body felt heavy, I didn't want to
move; I wished the evening was over.
Hy mother opened the door
and I listened to the faint sound of her voice downstairs as she
spoke to Lyle.
It sounded like they were having a pleasant
conversation.
"Veronica? Lyle's here!" she yelled up the stairs.
I took a deep breath and stood up. Hy reflection stood up
with me. It looked more confident than I felt.
I hurried down the stairs. Lyle's eyes locked with •ine, but
I did not hold his gaze long enough to find out what it meant.
I
walked over to the closet and grabbed my coat.
"Well, you two have a nice ti•e," Hom said cal11ly, oblivious
to the war at hand. "And don't stay out too late."
"We won't, Hom." I opened the front door. "See you later."
"Good night, Hrs. Morris, nice to see you!" Lyle smiled as
he pulled the door shut behind us.
He always had a way of
charming my mom, but it a•azed me that he could pull it off under
the circumstances.
As soon as the door closed, his smile disappeared. He didn't
look at me, he just shoved his hands in his pockets, and we
cliabed into hi~ car in silence.
I stared out the window as we pulled out of the driveway.
It
occurred to me how pointless and stupid this whole situation was.
I couldn't even remember what our fight was about.
But we were
both too stubborn to apologize, and neither of us wanted to miss
the concert. Lyle turned on the car radio.
The •usic sounded
like it was co•ing out of a tin can. It wasn't a good substitute
for conversation. I began to wonder if we were going to make it
the whole way there without saying one word. Finally, after what
seemed like hours, we reached our destination.
We hurried into the dim concert hall and found our seats .
The audience was buzzing in anticipation of the performance .
Everyone appeared relaxed, but Lyle and I sat tensely.
I glanced at hi•--he sat bent over his program, squinting at
the small print.
I turned and faced the stage . I looked around at the waves
of heads, talking, laughing, cascading in all directions, making
noise .
The lights di11aed further, and the crowd quieted. Four
small, scraggly old men strode onto the bright stage appearing
very
ordinary
and
insignificant,
carrying their stringed
instruments casually . They bowed awkwardly and sat down in the
chairs that were waiting for thea .
They adjusted their music,
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tuned quietly, then put their bows down and looked at each other .
I could alaost see the intensity of their thoughts, their
comaun i cation without words.
I tur~ed to look at Lyle. His ice
blue eyes stared ' at me through overgrown bangs, then turned away.
The first violinist put up his instrument, and the others
followed .
the audience settled back in their seats. The men
seemed to hear the ausic before they played it, and feel the beat
before it was established.
At the first violinist's signal, the
quartet began to play.
Music filled the enoraous hall.
It wove through our bodies
and minds, singing sweetly, serenely, crying .. . I closed my eyes
and iaagined trees waving softly in an autumn breeze, dripping
with color, and spilling leaves over the landscape. I felt the
warmth of the afternoon sun as it melted away my fear and smelled
the freshness of the day in my imagination .
The piece gradually became softer and more delicate . The
music moved forward as tiae slipped away. They reached the final
note, and the sound died away into nothing. The silence that
followed remained in the mood of the piece .
Not a single person
moved.
Silence and stillness .
Slowly, very slowly, the first
violinist put his instrument down.
The crowd erupted with applause and jumped to their feet .
The quartet members sailed widely, bowed awkwardly again, and
sauntered off the stage as if nothing had happened.
The crowd
continued to clap wildly.
Only then did I realize that Lyle was holding my hand .

Auntie Insane

"Horninql
What do you want for breakfast?" the larqe brown
eyes peeked into my room.
"Gimme a minute to .... " I mumbled.
"Eqgs? Okay. Good choice." She scurried to the kitchen .
I shut my bedroom door, then siqhed.
Already, after two
weeks my head throbbed with terrible thoughts of takinq my Aunt to
an institution for elderly people with mental disabilities.
I
still wasn't over how her own children abandoned her, after her
Alzheimer's set in. I guess the reason she was here was because
the thought of her in an institution made me shiver. But my life
as an artist was ruined! I never had time to myself.
This was
terrible.
Was I stupid enouqh to take on a responsibility I
couldn't handle? She was drivinq me nuts .
I staqgered to the
kitchen.
"Fried, poached, scrambled, or raw?" her forehead wrinkled.
"Fried."
"I only know how to scramble."
"Then, why ... never mind!" I was exasperated.
"Scrambled it is," she laughed.
"It's fun to be here with
you.
I love all the colors .
Hospitals have no colors .
Everything here is so briqht . It's so .... " she rambled on. The
chatter box cont1nued while I got out the thinqs needed for
breakfast .
I handed her an eqq . Her wrinkled hands crushed it.
The slime dripped between her fingers . Tears welled in her eyes.
"I killed itl Dead! Gone!" she sobbed.
I led her to the couch. She buried her face in my shoulder.
"It's gone . . .. " She beqan to calm down.
I wasn't about to
bring the incident back to life.
I was all prepared to let it
slip by, but she was still babbling into the cushions.
Suddenly
she sat . up.
"I'm sorry," she whined.
"But Horn hates it when we spill
stuff, Janey. Go clean your messy-garbage-eggy-breakfast."
"I'm not Jane--"
"Gol she roared.
I was frightened.
I got up and backed away from her.
She
stretched her short chunky body out on the couch and began to hum
the National Anthem.
cowardly, I turned to the kitchen.
I began to wipe up the
cracked shell.
Her humming was continuous. This lady couldn't
possibly be related to me. There couldn't be some kind of crazy
gene running through my bloodstream.
"There is no way ... " I began to tell the stove . I caught
myself coaplaininq to an inanimate object. I touched my forehead
as if to find if it was still there .
I decided to take a nap. I told my aunt I was goinq to lie
6
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down awhile. She thought it was a good idea, or so she let on. I
relaxed in peace under wa~ covers. Then I began to doze off.
Suddenly, I heard a large crash.
It sounded as if it came
froa the base•ent.
I worried about ay aunt.
I hoped she was
alright. Hopefully nothing bad happened. I rushed downstairs to
the baseaent.
There in front of ay canvas, sitting on a stool, was my aunt.
She turned to •e and gave me a look of disgust.
"I'a so glad you could finally join us," she said.
I looked around for someone else to complete the "us."
She
went on as if nothing happened.
over towards the side of the
room, I saw a few broken paint jars. They could be replaced.
My aunt clicked her tongue to get my attention. she began to
lecture •e about ay painting. She explained it perfectly. I felt
the aaae way when I had been working on it. She took a brush and
splashed a streak of yellow on it. I lost my breath.
"Doesn't it look much much gooder now?" she asked.
I had to agree.
It was unbelievable. I was amazed how well
she interpreted it. Now it looked even more complete than before.
She accidentally rubbed yellow in her thin silver hair. She
didn't seea to mind. Then she started to paint the cement floor .
I assumed it was a self-portrait. I was too intrigued to prevent
her from going one.
She painted brown eyes, rosy cheeks, and
deformed lips. It looked like her before she met with old age.
Her head snapped up.
"Kimmie--where is the dog?" she demanded an answer.
"Well, I am not Kimmie, and there is no dog here, and there
won't be. I don't understand what is wrong with you. I know what
it is but I can't handle it. Isn't it about time to get better?
"This act you always put on is not only annoying, but stupid
and foolish." I couldn't believe that I let all that anger slip
out.
A single tear slid down her flabby cheek.
I felt like a
monster. She had no one who really loved her. I couldn't believe
I yelled at her.
"Huffy was run over," she whispered.
"Huffy who?"
"Doggie Heaven is where she is.
The · big green car killed
her. She's squashed. I saw her guts on the tires!"
"Stop it! Stop it!" I was disgusted.
She ran to her room. I heard the door slam.
I couldn't do
this.
she never let me have a minute to myself. She needed
professional help. Sorrow overcame me as I dialed the emergency
number that an institution gave me.
I walked to my room, thinking of a way to tell her it was
I remembered that she
time to leave.
I paced around my bed.
understood •Y paintings.
I rushed downstairs to the basement to
settle at ay easel.
About an hour later I walked upstairs for a snack.
on the
table was a single carnation from the flower garden. A tearstained note was next to it. In purple crayon, it read, "Sorry so
much. Huffy sorry too . "
I felt terrible. She was just an old woman doing her best to
live the rest of her life in peace.
so what if she slipped up
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once in a while.
Nobody should expect perfection unless he is
prepared to give it. This wasn't her fault. Before she was fine.
I even re•eabered when she was the only one who encouraged •e to
beco•e an artist. All I had then was her. She was the only one
who cared.
I alaoat felt as though I was in debt to her. I owed
her at least this •uch. When I was young she treated •e as her
own child .
She aade her children act as thouqh I was their
sister. I couldn't watch her slip any further away froa reality .
I walked to the phone .
I pushed the institution's numbers
aqain.
This was the riqht thinq to do. Although she wasn't
exactly what people would call sane , I knew I could take care of
her .
I needed not only to prove it to myself, but to my Auntie,
too.

The Obituary Habit

Catherine Boyd
lvelyn crory pulled down the shades of her gray-toned
apartment and sat in the wicker chair next to her dining room
table.
She couldn't decide whether she wanted to gather enough
energy to get her aorning paper or just stay in her chair and
vegetate.
Not a major problem for any other person, but to
Evelyn, it was the basis for her whole day. She chose to get her
paper and was richly rewarded when she turned to the obituaries
and saw someone'& death had earned a whole page.
Her eyes began
to shine wildly and she actually ran to her black and white
television. There it was! Grim Harper stood in front of a small
house, his voice in a low monotone as he related the suicide of a
local newspaper writer.
Evelyn clapped her hands in joy and
flicked off the t . v .
Her closet was a fashion show of gray, black, deep navy, and
dark brown . But since this was a special occasion, she chose to
wear the new gray suit that she had just bought from JC Penney.
It was double breasted and had to be the nicest one in her closet.
She didn't want to wear it the whole day, though. She had bought
the suit for a special occasion and she didn't plan to wear it
just anywhere.
After laying the suit neatly on her bed, she
scanned the obituaries and found that a man
named Edward
Zipperhuffle had died of a stroke .
Evelyn laughed to herself;
that one would definitely be a riot.
She could just guess what
the rest of the family would look like. She would wear her best
brown for good old Zipper .
But for now, she had to hurry. They were burying him at twothirty and it was approaching two o'clock.
The brown would
definitely do . She tucked the obituary paper into her black
plastic purse and mourned the fact that so few people had died
over the weekend .
She was in the midst of choosing a handkerchief to complement
her drab outfit when the phone rang . Evelyn could have sworn that
she had forgotten to pay the bill and even if she had paid it, she
couldn ' t imagine who would be calling her.
"Hiss crory, this is your doctor from Horbidside clinic. My
secretary informs me that you have aade an appointment for
Tuesday .
You are not sick, all your tests have come up negative .
There is no reason for your to come here again."
Evelyn stared at the phone as if it was possessed and
responded haughtily, "Don't be ridiculous.
Of course I'm sick!
My money will be just as good at another office that can tell me
the truth . "
"You want to hear that you're on your last leg! Well, I'm
sorry, Hiss crory , but I can't tell you what isn't true .
Why you
have this obscene obsession I don't know, but I refuse to placate
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you any longer!
You are NOT dying, you probably won't be for a
hundred aore years! Be happy that you're healthy. I have so many
patients who would pay any aaount of aoney for a clean slate of
health every now and again and I--•
•I, sir, don't pay you to hear about the world's problems. I
think that finding a new M.D. would be profitable to us both.
Good day, Doctor Broen."
Evelyn slaaaed the phone down and
unplugged it.
she began huaaing the Death March and holding the
brown dress up to her body as she waltzed around the room.
· Evelyn waited until the Zipperhuffle family and friends were
seated in the front pews, then quietly slipped into the back of
the church. The funeral was slow and almost no one showed any
emotion.
Evelyn began to feel impatient, wanting to shake the
dull minister who couldn't even glorify old Zipperhuffle in death .
She left as soon as it was over and didn't stay to give the family
her condolences. Usually, she just said that she was a friend of
the deceased party and no one thought any differently. Anyway,
the woman she assumed to be Eddie's wife had a sour face; he had
probably died of grief over his marriage.
Evelyn snickered to
herself over her joke.
There was an hour wait until her next funeral and she had no
idea of what to do . The church was on a desolate, colour-barren
street that showed no signs of movement save the occasional rustle
of an autumn leaf. Although it fit Evelyn's mood, she wasn't too
enthusiastic about sitting around for hours in a cafe with noisome
and irritating people.
She walked along the sidewalk and kicked
at an ant carrying a crumb of someone'& yesterday treat.
She
laughed when it struggled on its back with a broken leg. Then, in
a moment of pity, she smashed it .
Instead of regret she felt a
rush of joy that gave her enough energy to jump in her car and
make the fifteen minute drive into Coffer, where the funeral for
the reporter was being held.
Evelyn was glad that she had arrived early when she realized
how large the ceremony was.
That usually meant that the priest
would be so encouraged by the size of his audience , he would give
an excellent eulogy. Evelyn remembered a funeral where the priest
had been . slightly hung over and had no idea what to say. He had
given the best eulogy she had ever heard.
The family had been
pleased and no one, including Evelyn, left the church with a dry
eye. She hoped that this funeral was better than Zipperhuffle's.
But how much could be said about a reporter? Going to a seat in
the back of the church, she passed an elderly woman with a
cobwebbed saile plastered to her face. Evelyn couldn't resist the
urge to poke the old lady in the ara .
When she got no response,
she thought that there would be another funeral to go to soon .
Evelyn almost laughed out loud.
Unfortunately, the
sermon was
terribly boring; Evelyn
couldn't believe that a news reporter could lead such a dull life.
Her mind began to drift as she envisioned the several funerals she
had attended in her bleak lifetime.
Her favourite moment in
macabre history was when she had managed to sneak a peek at an
embalming, but she didn't think the people showed the proper
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enthusiasa for the occasion. In view of all her experiences with
death, she loved to envision her own.
The only thing that
saddened her about this was the fact that no one would coae to her
funeral the way she had gone 'to theirs. But then, the prospect of
actually b•tyg dead thrilled her and she couldn't wait to aeet
Zippy and a
the others.
As fascinating as death was to her, she · never considered
coaaitting suicide.
Taking her life seemed degrading and
unsatisfactory. She had gone to a funeral where the departed had
hanged himself, studying the reactions of the crowd. They were
equally stunned and saddened but the greatest emotion was disgust.
No one viewed suicide as the "noble" thing to do anYJIIore.
Evelyn had totally forgotten where she was and when the
people began to mill around with whispered gossip, she was
shuttled back to the world of the living. She stood and stretched
as one does after a pleasant dream and wondered if there was
anything else on the agenda. She consulted her list as she passed
the same comatose old woman. Nope, there was nothing else to do.
She hated the thought of going back to her apartment, yet there
was nowhere else to go.
Sometimes she wished that she had a
family or friends to visit, but solitude was good for the soul.
Or so she believed. Her landlord was sitting on the steps of the
ruined brownstone, emitting the smell of stale food and Ben-Gay
that Evelyn called the nursing home smell.
Evelyn wide-stepped
her and ran up the stairs.
Her apartment was a haven now. And
there, discarded on the table, was her morning paper.
Having
nothing else to do, she lay on the bed and read. The paper was so
depressing:
someone was celebrating her husband's successful
heart transplant, oh joy.
The only interesting thing in the rag
was the front page story of a Mafia hitman who had skipped trial,
But even that couldn't hold Evelyn's interest for too long. She
threw the paper down the garbage can and watered her three plants.
They were dying from overkill. Dying . . . killing .... Evelyn ran
back to the garbage and pulled out the paper. The man's name was
Dominic Huerto.
She grabbed her hat and scrambled down the
stairs.
Evelyn had never been into a sleazy neighbourhood before.
Even her apartment was on a respectable street. She hoped that
she was in the right area. Her next door neighbour had said that
"those types" of people usually hung out on 7th and 3rd. sure
enough, when she . looked in the phone book under Huerto, the
address had been 7th street. she was aware that Huerto was not a
common name and decided to give this one a try. When she glanced
up from staring at her toes, she was appalled to see the number of
prostitutes and drunken men lining the streets .
If this Dominic
was here, she wasn't sure that she wanted to have anything to do
with hill.
The hallway was rank with the smell of stale beer, dirty
laundry, and general uncleanliness.
Host of the ceiling lights
were missing and the only light came from the dirty window at the
other side of the ha~l.
Actually, the dreary setting almost
appealed to Evelyn . It took little time to find the apartment,
especially since Evelyn was more than eager to get out of the
place. She knew that someone was home when she heard mumbled
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curses as she knocked on the door. But she had to bang several
aore tiaes before abe heard heavy footsteps stop in front of the
door.
"Yeah?" a deep voice questioned.
"I'm looking for Dominic Huerto," Evelyn replied timidly .
"Who wants hia?
You the police?
or are you one of them
women looking for money? •cause if you are, I can tell you right
now that be ain't here.
There's been about five of you by here
already."
Evelyn rolled her eyes. "No, sir, I'm not looking for money
and I'm not the police.
If you're not Dominic, can you tell me
where he is? This is a death situation sir, and I need his help.
Can you--sir?
Sir, areyO'\j""""there?" Evelyn began to pound on the
door again. "Listen, sir, I need Dominic to help me with a
killing . If he can't do it, I need him to refer me to someone who
can. Are you sure he isn't there?"
"Lady, do you think he'd be stupid enough to come by here?
Get serious."
Evelyn was plenty annoyed now. "I don't caret I have a lot
of money and I'm willing to pay any amount for this job."
There
was a long silence on the other side.
"Sir?
Oh, hell!" she
kicked at the door and her foot was halted in mid-air when the
door opened.
A gnarled hand holding a white piece of paper poked
from between the chain and air space. Evelyn shrieked and jumped
away from the door.
"Here is where he is. You better tell him that Franconi sent
you." Evelyn took the paper as the door slammed quickly.
"This is weird stuff! Jesus, lady, do you know what you're
asking me to do?
I can't believe this!
I'm already on trial
here!" Evelyn reached the apartment that he was staying in . It
was in a much better neighbourhood and Dominic Huerto was not as
imposing as Evelyn had been led to believe . He was a nice looking
young man in his early thirties with perfectly sculpted, thick,
dark hair that at the moment he was ruining by running his fingers
through it with a fervor.
Evelyn sat patiently in front of him
while he paced back and forth and occasionally shook his fist in
her direction.
When he finally seemed to be calming, she approached him with
her brown briefcase in hand. "Hr. Huerto , I--"
"Dominic, please." Evelyn nodded her head.
"Dominic, then.
I have a case here that holds enough money to get you out of the
country and set you up quite nicely in a dwelling of your choice.
How hard can it be to kill one person for all of," Evelyn opened
the case and Dominic's eyes widened, "this?"
"This is heavy duty! Now we're talking business.
But are
you sure you want to do this?"
"I've been sure since the day I was born." Dominic looked at
her for a while and then sat her down on his sofa.
"All right,
then, let's work this out . "
Evelyn climbed the stairs of her apartment with a feeling of
satisfaction . Do.inic , after much reluctance, had figured out a
way to get the job done quickly and blamelessly. Evelyn cleaned
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her apartaent methodically and packed all of her ceraaics away.
she took off the JC Penney suit to re-iron it and stood at the bay
window in her gray slip.
Although the view wasn't stunning, it
was co•fortable with the handy-dandy shopping mart in the center
of tall oak trees.
There was no visible sun and the wind beat
protests that shook the walls. All in all, it had been a perfect
but long day and she was happy that it was almost over.
She dressed and left a copy of her will on the table. Taking
a final look around her apartment, she closed the door and
descended the stairs.
Dominic revved up the motor of his car and slowly approached
the street where he had told Evelyn Lynn crory to cross.
He was
charged with excitement and couldn't wait until he saw· her blue
feathered hat bobbing in the air. And there she was.
He pulled
out of the car space where he was waiting and backed up to get
full momentu•. Evelyn turned to see him speeding down the street.
She saw the barrel of the qun sticking out of the window and ran
to the curb so he could qet a clearer shot.
There could be no
chance for survival.
A passing car blocked her view just before
the qun went off twice and a loud scream echoed from the street. ·
The funeral was held at two p.m. on sunday afternoon.
The
church was packed with people; there was barely standing room.
However, the lady in the long black dress managed to squeeze up to
the coffin.
She cried at her loss and touched her fingers to the
metallic cold. A tall gentleman escorted her to a seat near the
front.
Franconi Lissonar stepped to the podium and sighed.
"Dominic Huerto was a good man. His unfortunate death by suicide
left us all deeply sad . "
The lady in black scoffed at his words. He hadn't committed
suicide; a car turning the corner had knocked the gun barrel back
into the car just as he fired.
The bullets had lodged in his
brain instead of hers. That loss was more than she could bear.
Evelyn crory lifted her veil and stared at the corpse of Dominic
Huerto. "It should have been me," she whispered. "It should have
been me."

Made to Order
Val .Jenkinson
Trisha Hardell
waited anxiously outside Dr. Peterson's
office. "Why does this take so lonq?" she auttered, then let out
a lonq siqh.
She qiqqled nervously to herself, thinkinq about how
much she sounded like her mother. Well, she needed practice; in a
few months she would be one.
If only she wasn't so ambivalent
about the situation Trisha knew she would have been ecstatic.
Triaha wanted a baby. Being a single,
forty year old woman
in America, she was quite aware of her biological clock ticking.
Unusually, science, in all its wisdom, decided to dream up a way
to produce babies, instead of stoppinq that biological clock. The
new human producinq process was a scientific miracle, or that was
what it was being called.
Scientists could not only help
infertile parents have children but could also prevent diseases
and lenqthen the child's life span. Now everyone was talking
about science discoverinq the "airacle of life."
Dr. Peterson walked out of his office . He was a tall, lanky
man with a quirky qrin and an arrogant qait. He was approximately
forty-five years old and had dark brown hair. One feature caught
Trisha's eye more than the others, however, and that was his dark,
concealing eyes.
"Hiss Hardell?" he called, and stepped aside to let Trisha
enter his office.
"How do you do?" .Dr. Peterson asked politely.
"I will be your pediatrician . "
After a brief discussion of Trisha's reasons for wantinq a
child, Dr. Peterson seemed satisfied that she would be a good
parent. After a aoment, Dr. Peterson started to explain to Trisha
the procedure for producinq a child.
"It is a siaple process of cut and paste, you aiqht say,"
stated Dr. Peterson candidly. "We first take the DNA out of the
chromosomes, then we splice the qene's amino acids to form the
characteristics requested. What still amazes scientists across
the world is the simplicity of correctinq genes. But they do say
that certain ideas are often so siaple, they escape us," Dr.
Peterson explained.
They definitely have the process down pat, Trisha thought.
She believed the idea had its qood points, but along the way they
were lost.
Instead of just curing genetic disorders , they decided
to make it possible to order a child. one with blue eyes, another
with qreen.. ..
She feared the consequences of usinq this newlyfound knowledge on such trivial ideas
as physical traits,
believinq it would end in a future of cloned civilizations and the
loss of oriqinality. Unfortunately, if Trisha wanted a baby, she
would have to put her ideals aside.
Trisha turned to Dr. Peterson and asked, "Has there ever been
a •istake in the qene splicinq?"
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Dr. Peterson tensed, then answered coldly, ' "Never. we are
extre•ely careful. There have been stories of horrid errors in
the lab, but that is exactly what they were, stories."
Dr. Peterson rose and asked Trisha if she would like to see
the lab. She aoreed to oo. He showed her all the aain components
of the lab and ended the tour with the nursery room. As they were
walkino back, they passed a door marked HEP. Trisha looked inside
and saw a •assive piece of machinery .
"Excuse ae, Doctor?" Trisha waited for his response.
"What
is that •achine for?"
Dr. Peterson see•ed reluctant to answer.
He said, "That
•achine is outdated.
I don't know why we keep it, it isn't. used
in the human production process."
"One 11ore thino," Dr. Peterson said,
"you can't tell anyone
about the details of your visit here today or about ordering a
child. I know it sounds peculiar , but a couple of years ago, we
had a breach in our security unit. This not only jeopardizes our
machinery, but also your baby. We had to have a paper drawn up
stating that no one can talk about their visit without losing all
possible chances of taking advantage of our facilities.
You will
have to sion a paper to this effect ."
After Dr . Peterson explained the rest of the details, they
returned to his office, and Trisha filled out the necessary
papers.
When she came to the part about physical characteristics
and preferred gender, Trisha left it blank.
She handed in the
papers to the nurse at the desk and sat back down.
"Excuse me, Hiss?" she heard the nurse call. She turned to
see what the problem was, and the nurse motioned for her to come
to the desk .
"Yes?" Trisha answered.
"You seem to have forgotten a section on your order form."
"Oh, no .
You see, I don't particularly care what my baby
looks like, as long as it is healthy."
The nurse shot an exasperated look at Trisha and sighed .
"Every once in a while, we get one of you in here . You people
just don't appreciate science .
We give you choices so everyone
can be happy with the results. Never again will an unwanted child
be born under our system . We've helped and will help millions of
people .
But you can't be satisfied, can you?" The nurse started
to raise her voice, then quickly dropped it to avoid a scene.
"Some people are so ungrateful."
Trisha picked the paper up, sat down with a sigh, and started
the drudgery of filling it out.
One Month Later
Trisha entered Dr . Peterson's office. She had only one more
month to wait for Patrick, her little baby boy. Actually the gene
splicing took most of the time; the baby's development took only
ten to fourteen days.
She had been instructed to check in , just
to set her mind at ease, despite the fact that Dr. Peterson still
insisted that there could be no mix-ups.
The nurse called her name, so she entered the office and
shook the doctor's hand before sitting down .
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The doctor started to speak.
"You know this is just a
routine check-up. Everything is going very nicely.
What I want
to know is, how are you? You aren't having second thoughts?"
"No, of course not," Trisha answered.
"I want a child and I
believe I can take care of one as well as any •arried couple can .
I really do hope that you aren't concerned with my marital
status."
"Oh, no. That is not my concern, Miss Mardell.
It is
customary for us to ask that question now, while there is still
time for us to stop the formation of your specified genetic
characteristics and alter them to fit someone else's order. We
are just very careful about choosing parents.
we don't want to
produce a child for someone, and then have that person turn around
and give it away because they don't want it anymore. This is our
prime concern."
"Well, you don't have to worry about me. I will never give
my baby up. I just hope you are keeping an eye on him for me . "
"Well, I am in a way. The computer producing your child is
not only structurally sound, but also functionally ... "
"What do you mean,
'computer'?" Trisha demanded. "When you
explained the process to me, you made it sound as if you yourself
would be producing my child. Not a computer. You also promised
me that there couldn't be any mistakes. Computers •ake mistakes."
"No, humans make mistakes. That is why this is the ultimate
way to produce hu•ans.
It is efficient.
Did you know that a
child has to be formed every minute to keep up with the demand on
children?
Humans cannot make them that fast.
Computers are a
piece of the future today."
"Are you assuring me that my child will be fine?"
"I'll bet my life on it . Like I said before, there has never
been an accident and there never will be. I promise . "
"Okay.
I'm just so anxious .
I've been waiting so lonq to
have a child, I couldn't go on if I lost him.
I know it sounds
silly, but I've had night•ares."
"Well, you mustn't worry any longer. He'll be fine and you
and I will see hi• in one month, okay?
I'll see you then, Miss
Mardell."
"Alright.
Goodbye."
Trisha slowly rose and walked out of
the office, still shaken up a bit .
She should have known they
used computers.
Everything was turning to them. It just seemed
so cold. She assured herself everything was going to be fine.
Dr. Peterson had said so, and he knew more about this than she.
Later, Trisha couldn't stop thinking about that one menacing
machine that Dr. Peterson wouldn ' t explain to her . It was one of
the largest computer-controlled machines in the lab, so it must
have been an important one, despite Dr. Peterson's denials.
It
was the fact that they bad it in its own room that bothered her.
She told herself it was just her over-active imagination, and once
again tried to forget about it.
one Month Later
Trisha met the doctor in front of the laboratory. It was the
big day . She stood with sweaty palms at the door, a grin spread
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across her face.
The next tiae I open this door, she thought, I
will be carrying •Y little boy.
Dr. Peterson guided her through tbe interweaving hallways to
the waiting roo•.
"I wanted to atop here so I could explain to you the
following process . I will bring you to the nursery connected to
the rooa that contains all the newborn babies. I will punch in
your nullber on the coaputer and the ••chine will pick out your
baby.
It will set hi• in a basket and place it on the conveyor
belt in front of you. The belt will deliver your baby to you. It
is a very personal process.
You and I will be the first to see
your child . "
"When are we going?" asked Triaha abruptly .
Dr . Peterson chuckled lightly.
"Well, in spite of your
reluctance, we will be next.
We have about two more minutes to
wait . "
Trisha looked around the rooa.
A large print containing
flowers of pink and blue dominated one of the smaller walls, while
another boasted a saall picture of a country lane in the morning
dew.
The one side of the rooa was all windows, and Trisha was
surprised to see that across the hall, there was the door marked
HEP. She shuddered violently .
Dr . Peterson noticed Hiss Hardell staring at the HEP computer
room . He hated that aachine . He had been forced to use it three
times within the last month and a half. He had only gone along
with it because it caae with his job .
No one could ever know
except the doctors.
"Well, it's tiae," Dr . Peterson announced.
"We can go in
now."
Trisha rose out of her seat , trying to avoid looking at the
looming black •ass of machinery across the hallway. Dr . Peterson
directed her out of the waiting room and down the hall t ~ the
nursery. They entered and Trisha sighed and tried to remain calm.
A light melody floated in the air above them, and Trisha recalled
hearing it in her own childhood . The name of it eluded her at the
moment . She held her breath as Dr. Peterson punched in her
number , keeping her eyes glued to the conveyor belt. At last, a
small basket rolled carefully down · it, and Trisha grasped it
gently.
She raised it to her face, and unfolded the blanket.
Instead of the blond-haired, blue-eyed little boy she had picked
out, there was a brown-haired, hazel-eyed child before her.
"Oh, thank you!" she cried as she turned to Dr. Peterson . "I
wasn't expecting this , but I'• so happy .. . " She stopped when she
saw Dr . Peterson's face . "What's wrong?" she asked .
"I ' m sorry, Hiss Hardell , this is a terrible accident. You
cannot have this child. It is not what you ordered, and we cannot
condone mistakes . "
Trisha's face twisted in panic .
"What do you mean I can't
have him? He's my child!
He may be different, but I love him
just the same .
You can't take my baby!"
Trisha clutched the
basket to her tighter and reached for the doorknob.
Dr . Peterson reached in his pocket and pulled
out a
hypodermic needle.
He snatched the basket from Trisha and gave
her a shot in the arm .
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Trisha glared at Dr. Peterson with hate-filled eyes. "Give
me back my babyl" She fell to the ground as the shot began to
take
effect .
"Please ... "
she whispered, then she lost
consciousness.
She woke up in a dark capsule. Her arms and legs were tied
to the chair on which she sat . She began to cry as she remembered
how they had taken her baby from her . Now they had locked her up .
When she got out of this place she would •ake them pay for
everything they had done.
Everything.
Trisha tried to look
around, but something held her head in one place. A large metal
cap was what it felt like. Trisha began to scream.
Dr. Peterson heard a slight sound coming fro• the black
machine and tried to ignore it . After checking all the seals , he
left the HEP computer room and entered the room next to it, the
control room.
He shut the door tightly and locked it behind him.
He had already placed the baby on the seat next to hi•. He had to
take care of the mother first .
He turned on the coaputer and
waited for the ready light to flash.
When it did, he began the
Memory Erasing Process, produced for just such incidents. When
Hiss Hardell left, she would only re•ember ordering a baby.
She
would not remember this child or anything else concerning it , and
no one else would either because she had signed a paper that
stopped her from telling anyone about it.
When accidents
happened, no one could know.
Dr. Peterson waited for half an hour until the program was
finished, and then escorted the unconscious Hiss Hardell to his
office. Afterwards, he started walking towards the disposal unit
with the baby in his arms .
Trisha Hardell sat in Dr. Peterson's office as he explained
the procedure . He was a very nice looking man, she was glad she
had come .
She had finished filling out the forms and she had
asked for a blond-haired, blue-eyed baby boy, even though that
didn't matter to her. All she wanted was a healthy baby.
"Well , that sums it up," finished Dr. Peterson, avoiding
Trisha's eyes. "In exactly two months, you will have your baby .
Just remember everything I have told you, keep this a secret , and
I'll see you in one month for a check-up.
And don ' t worry, we
never make mistakes. Okay?"
Trisha shook
"Okay.
Thank you very much, Dr. Peterson . "
hands with him, then exited his office.
As Trisha walked out of the lab, she began humming a melody
she remembered from her childhood, but she couldn't seem to recall
its name.

Leonard .Johnson
Of all the forgotten figures of history, perhaps none is as
infaaous as the aedieval
philosopher
Opheleus
Christ (no
relation).
Surely none has fallen fro• glory quite like he did.
His story could serve as a parable for our tiae, or at least as
another tale of authority gone astray.
Take it as you wish.
History, after all, rarely speaks for itself when its participants
are long dead.
Opheleus Christ was a universal genius at a tiae when a man's
universe consisted mainly of wine and women. on these two popular
subjects Opheleus
knew everything, and such insight proved
especially useful in the tiny village/kingdom of Deep Hole.
Opheleus arrived there in the middle of the incompetent reign of
King Kenos--a man who was certainly ahead of his time in terms of
inconspicuous stupidity--and set up shop as the resident wise man.
Had times been different, he might have been nothing more than a
"Dear Abby" for the townspeople.
But then, the times may have
been what he had in mind when he moved there.
What Opheleus did to earn his fame was deceptively simple.
He merely spread the word that he, Opheleus Christ, was the
ultimate advisor in all things of public interest.
And slowly,
the people of Deep Hole came to realize that the man's claims were
absolutely accurate. A few at first, then just about everyone in
the entire kingdo•, even~ually paid at least occasional visits to
Opheleus's huable hut to ask him about their favorite vices.
Opheleus's reputation grew and, · when he began charging service
fees, so did his wealth.
But more than simply becoming well-known, Opheleus had
achieved the position as the preeminent public figure of the area.
While King Kenos was really nothing more to the people than a
source of cheap gossip, Opheleus was respectable. He became the
one to whom special privileges were granted when he appeared in
public. Opheleus was looked up to; Opheleus was big.
And, as
if to
perpetuate his legend, Opheleus began
distributing unsolicited, hand-written pa•phlets of deep thought
and wisdom for public consumption.
These included: "Why Women
Are Truly the Opposite sex" and "Why Getting Out of the Wrong Side
of Bed is Better than staying There."
such was how one man built his immortal fame.
or, that may have been so if the forces of Fate hadn't
conspired to test Opheleus's claim during one particularly hot
summer in Deep Hole.
This particular summer Deep Hole was struck by a drought that
soon showed little sign of abating. This was especially worrisome
as Deep Hole was an agricultural community. None of the farmers
knew what to do; it had never failed to rain during growing season
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before.
The farming comaunity was thrown into a tizzy. They
decided to seek the services of the. aan they caae to rely upon in
tiaea of need.
several of the faraers arrived at Opheleus's now quite
luxuriously furnished hut early one aorning.
Opheleus personally
let them in, and they all entered the roo• designated for his
advising. Opheleus climbed into his larqe, throne-like chair and
asked "How may I serve you?" as he had done for years .
one of the farmers replied "O wise one, we are in the midst
of a terrible drought. What can we do to bring rain?"
Opheleus's face briefly flashed shock . He had been taken off
guard by the farmer's plea. For the first time in his career as a
professional visionary, he had been asked a question that did not
pertain to wine or women.
If Opheleus had had less at stake, he might have simply said
he did not know.
But Opheleus Christ-Intellectual-without Peerhad won his fame and fortune by being a literal know-it-all . And,
he was not about to risk the foundation on which he lived merely
because he could not think of a more clever thing to say to a
qroup of ignorant farmers than "I don't know . "
So Opheleus leaned back in his chair and, in a welcome burst
of inspiration, conceived an answer .
He told the farmers, "You will need six dead horses placed in
the center of each of your fields."
The farmers stared blankly. Finally, one asked, "Why?"
Opheleus was hoping they would ask.
He loved to explain
himself, even when he didn't know what he was talking about.
"Well, he began, "as is common knowledge, horses are drawn to
water. Now, it is my theory that this principle operates in
reverse as well, meaning that water is also drawn to horses.
Therefore, if you place horses in a position of being unable to be
drawn ~o water, then water will come to the horses, which,
naturally, will take the form of rain . "
Awed by Opheleus's display of intellect the farmers expressed
their gratitude and left.
And they quickly did exactly as they
were instructed.
Of course, Opheleus was counting on Mother Nature to part
with some rain before long.
It had, after all, never failed
before to rain during growing season.
And if, when it did, the
people decided to reward him for his great idea, that would be
better yet.
Two weeks passed. No rain.
The farmers decided, reluctantly, to return to Opheleus's
hut.
None of them wanted to risk offending such a great man as
Opheleus Christ, but they just couldn't shake the feeling that his
plan wasn't working.
They asked him, as politely as possible, whether he had
lliscalculated.
Then he
Opheleus replied, "Nonsense!
Get more horses . "
added, "Yours aren't big enough.
That doesn't surprise me,
You ' ll need
considering how you take care of the poor things .
three more."
Having no other re·c ourse , they did as they were instructed.
Another week passed . No rain.
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Ophelaus considered 9iving up his pretenses after that third
week , but before the thou9ht could become concrete, it was, as
they say, too late, because after that third week, Deep Hole was
struck by a flood that destroyed half the kingdom and killed
hundreds .
Almost nothin9 was entirely untouched; Mother Nature
had had quite a burden to unload, apparently.
People, as most would-be psychologists pride themselves on
notin9, tend to act irrationally in times of crises. This was
certainly true of the survivors of the flood when they converged
on
Opheleus•s
slightly
waterlogged hut.
Opheleus didn't
understand the ironic half logic the surviving townspeople were
operating on until they kicked open the door. Opheleus Christ was
never seen a9ain.
And no one saw much of the Kingdom of Deep Hole afterward,
either.
As if the carnage the flood wrought wasn't enough to
cause the dissolution of the community, it was even more severely
struck by the poor marital judqment and excessive drinking that
sprung from the absence of Opheleus Christ.
King Kenos certainly
wasn't any help. The rest of Deep Hole was history.
Of course, modern civilization is far too, well, modern to
fall for a character like Opheleus Christ, right? And people like
him simply don't exist in our times, right?
But then, maybe there is no moral to this story. Maybe
there's no point in expounding on it .
Maybe it's merely another
mildly interesting, but ultimately useless story in history. Read
it again. Judge for yourself .
But it's interesting to note that, even though agriculture
has become almost completely industrialized, some farmers still
insist on owning horses.

Death Nips Over for a CUp of Tea
A Tale in Five Paves
Anthony Glassman
The room is saall and damp, sparsely furnished.
I call it
spartan; that, however, is because adaittinq that I live in abject
poverty always depressed me.
on the kitchen side of t~ hovel,
there is a small fridqe, as well as a sink with a mirror above ; on
the living room side, I have placed a bed, a television, and a
chair. A single lightbulb swinqs listlessly above, attached to
the ceiling:
the switch is near the door to the room. This has
been my home for the last year or so; I am lucky to have it.
Before I could call this space my own, I lived any place I could
sleep without a bobby billy-clubbinq me on the head and telling me
to move on.
I rise from the bed and look at the mirror; I recognise the
stranger who looks at me from its depths. He is pale, and gaunt,
with slightly sunken cheeks. The hair is tousled and straight, a
dirty blonde. The eyes starinq at me from under the shock of hair
are an icy blue-grey, like lookinq at a coin under an ice cube.
It was a face that I both loved and hated, that inspired awe
and revulsion in me; were I not so emaciated, it would most likely
be considered quite handsome.
At my weight, however, I looked
rather like a cadaver walking to and fro in my room, instead of an
artist.
I always considered myself to be somethina of a bohemian;
when I was a child, my teddy bear was a koala; I asked for a pet
rat instead of a puppy, and instead of playinq cricket with my
schoolmates, I would lock myself in my room and spin webs of
ancient paladins, alonq with accompanyinq sketches.
I was
ridiculed a bit, but when I bit off the earlobe of the offending
bourgeois, it gained me a bit of peace.
Anyway, back to my narrative.
I have been plagued by a
wracking cough of late, perhaps the result of a dash in the rain
to the tube, or, more likely but less desirable, a slightly
indiscreet liaison with a younq woman from the catacombs, the
nightclub near ay flat.
Her name, I believe, was Siobhan,
pronounced shi-vahn'. She was an interesting character, with hair
that was, dependinq on the anqle from which you viewed it, blueblack, purple, red, or qreen. Her eyes were brown . Her lips were
painted blood-red; when I awoke next to her the next morn ing, her
lips were still crimson, although I am certain that she had not
risen to freshen her lipstick.
There is a sudden rush of air in the room, a cold breeze,
like someone openinq an ice-box with a fan inside. I sit down on
the bed and am pulling the blankets around my shoulders when I
realise that I aa not alone in my rooa .
There is a tal l, whitefaced aan standing about ten feet in front of me, clad in a black
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robe, as a bailiff would wear, except that this robe has a tightfitting hood that reveals only his face.
I don't suppose he
realises that I know who he is, but with all the earthly knowledge
that I lack, it stands to reason that I have soae of the arcane
nature.
"I ... aa Death," ay visitor states, as if expecting dramatic
ausic in the background.
"I ... aa Colin Windsor," I reply, not expecting any music.
"I know.
I have coae for you."
"Then take me."
This, for some reason, seeas to fluster my ghostly guest. He
looks around at the room quickly, then turns back to me.
"Aren't you afraid? Aren't you going to beg 11e to ·leave you
be, to take that cruel manager at work, or the bag lady down in
the alley, or so11e rot of that sort that mortals always do when
faced with the great abyss beyond the veil of life and death?" he
asks me, concern flashing for an instant across his visage.
"No, should I?" I respond.
"You know, that little speech was
rather melodramatic. You should work on that."
"Yes, you should be struggling for life;
it's an integral
part of the human spirit, the will to live."
"Ah, but say I resist, how could I escape you? And even if I
did manage to get you to desist, you would be back for me
eventually anyway, and one day is very much like another."
"Well, we could always play a game of chess, and your life
could be the stakes," he answers.
I think about this suggestion for a minute. It seems awfully
familiar.
"That's no good," I say.
"You already did that with Klaus
Kinski in The seventh seal. If you want me to fight for my life,
you'll have to come up with something more original."
This takes him aback.
He pauses momentarily, thinking of
some suitable response . After a few seconds, a smile dawns across
his face, the moon rising over a white plane.
"What if we played a game of Dungeons and Dragons?"
"A little pass~. but then again, you don't need to keep up
with all the current fads, do you?" I say.
And so it is decided: a role-playing game to decide my fate.
I quickly state that I will be Dungeon-master, and draw up a
character for him on a scrap of paper.
"Elric, the elf, enters the large cavern.
It is very dark .
What do you do?"
"I light a torch."
The elf is soon set upon by kobolds, a beholder, some very
nasty cockney dock-workers, and a Margaret Thatcher clone with a
deadly lisp .
My competitor passes through all these hazards like
a champion, quickly making his way to the first treasure room.
"You see before you a single vial--it appears empty. What do
you do?"
"I open it," Death says, after thinking it over, mentally
weighing the risks and rewards. This is when I tell the killing
joke.
"It is a spirit jar, completely escape-proof," I say,
reaching under my pillow and pulling out its non-fictional
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counterpart.
I remove the cork and watch as the reject fro• an
Inqmar Bergman film is sucked inside, like fluid into those
vacuums that dentists have in their offices. He screams as I do
it, a scream that would shake the universe were it audible to any
but me.
I then re-cork the bottle and put it in the ice-box to
cool.
When the time comes, I pull the bottle out, and once again
remove the stopper from the bottle . Death's essence has distilled
in that time into a reddish fluid that looks, in itself , not
unlike blood.
I open my mouth and tilt back my head, quaffing
down the liquid as quickly as possible. I walk to my bed and take
a nap .
It is now eternity later; my clock, however, registers a twohour difference . I rise once again from my bed , and , after
passing one hand over my smooth chest, spread my raven ' s wi ngs and
fly up through the c eiling, out to fulfill the task left me by him
whose office I usurped.
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Bingo
A white cat is lying
on the big green couch.
She's purring, she's happy,
she's dreaming.
She doesn't dream that she's running
through a big green field after a mouse,
running takes too much effort.
She doesn't dream of monarch butterflies
or bright yellow daffodils.
Those things are of no use to her .
She doesn't dream of catching
the big fat robin that visits the feeder each morning.
She really doesn't like the taste of robin.
She doesn't dream of being held close or cuddled.
She's far too sophisticated for that.
She dreams of a sunbeam shining on a green couch
in which a cat is lying.
Sleeping, dreaming.
Liza Green
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Hospital Trip

I hugged the sterile paper robe
so unlike her usual
tacky, flower-print smocks.
she smelled
like disinfectant,
medication,
freshly-bathed skin.
I tried to smile
as I looked at her watery eyes
and held her frail bony hand
She had become a memory,
eating colorless, tasteless food,
spending hours staring
at pea-green walls and Woman's Magazine,
lying down to sleep
in her stiff white coffin.
Her kiss felt like parchment papet·
and my 11-year-old mind
hid from her fear
and dressed her
in orange, yellow, and red dresses,
and made her smell like
clean sheets, lavender perfume, and frying bacon.
Emily Wismer
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The Burning of our House
leaves us with nothing.
The kitchen sink
now a stream.
What was once ours
is now taken away
but replaced
with something different.
A carpet of moss,
a fallen tree.
We lie asleep
in the soil.
The burning of our house
brings us to know
the dew
that collects on our faces
and on the flowers.
We get to know each leaf.
As we look up
we see a bowl of leaves
that fall away
to reveal a secret sky,
later to be covered
by the first snow
with soft lines of white.
Six months is a long time.
Seth Nehil
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BLISTERED HANDS
Andy sits on the drive
to fix the
brown and lime green bug
I take a seat
on the hot pavement
with the ants
to watch Andy
pull this fender
from the ugly little car
My attention drifts
the sun is hot on my face
and hotter on my blistered hands
with one two three angry bubbles
where I was splattered
with frying grease
from the grills at work
The heat glistens on
the ugly brown and lime green bug,
like the sweat on Andy's forehead
which my hands touch
and wipe away
before I tell them to.
Heather Renauf
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SANTA CLAUS

Grown-ups lie
all the time
"Eat this and that
or the boogey man
will get you!"
"Stop crying or
your face will
freeze ugly."
or the best
"Tell a lie
and your nose
will grow."
(most grown-ups do
have large noses)
So the next time
you want to tell a lie
go right ahead
make it big and long
they deserve it after
Santa Claus
Heather Renauf
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Solitaire
Rain tap dances on my roof
keeping rhythm to the beat
of thunder
My antique tea cups
rattle in their mahogany cabinet
Black smoke rises
from the kerosene lamp
My rocker creaks
as I sip orange spice tea
from a Victorian cup
Snow clogs my T . V. screen
so I'm entertained
with a game of solitaire
dog curled at my feet
I feel secure But you can get lonely
and a dog can't help that .
Denise Eschenburg
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A Real Poea
I was practicing ay ballet in a cold garage,
gently, gracefully gliding across
the cracked and rutted cement floor .
nothing but ay toes touched it.
I revolve in a pirouette
aoving ay aras
in
and
out.
A snakelike female partner enters my mind's picture.
She leaps into
my arms, and we
spin together.
Above my head I lift her,
Her name is Tatayana .
As the music quickens, we too ....
"Hey, just what kind of poem is this?"
Well, I guess it's a ballet poem .
"What are you, a fag? Real men don't write ballet poems!"
If you say so.
"Daan right I say so . Why don't you write about the
thrill of a goal line stand, the feeling of winning the
World Series?
Something not so sissy?"
Yeah, I guess so. So you really don't like my ballet poem?
"Well, if I was a fag I would. I mean it's pretty good
for a wussy poem, but it'd be a lot better if you'd write about
Manly things."
Like boxing . . . or ... or weightlifting?
"Yeah, yeah. Weightlifting, that's a great ideal Write about that.
Okay, here it goes:
I was practicing my weightlifting in the garage,
sweating like a six-ton boar,
Hy groans echoed off the
cold
cavernous
walls.
I slap myself often, just to learn what pain is.
And I growl like a slobbering timber wolf attacking
a helpless infant.
After seventeen sets of benching five hundred and forty pounds,
I grab a beer or nine and
watch the Bears crush the Vikings.
I grunt
Hy wife brings me
Cheese Balls.
Tony Perron
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Roberts Nickname
The movements of:
a white pigeon's head as it walks
on concrete, looking for bread
a red tug-boat in a white bathtub
as it rides the waves created by a child's play
Ali avoiding Frazier's punches while
trying to land his own
a blue helium-filled balloon tied to a
baby's wrist at a windy fair in August
shiny yellow apples in a large tin bowl
at a third grade Halloween party
Eric Aronson
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confessions of a Hungover Poem
I confess, I'm a poem who loves
a party and late nights.
But .. . my tendencies are toward
having a few too many mixed metaphors,
like last night,
and boy do my lines hurt!
My similes bloodshot and glassy
ache, oh how they ache,
I can't open them without my
iambic pentameter spinning around
and around and around.
I can't stand alone without
my rhythmic feet getting tangled
and falling on my images.
Jayna Schmidt
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CELIBATE REALITIES
I want as all men want.
I want to feel smooth skin
beneath my fingertips,
against my chest and lips,
around my hips and back.
I want the brief climax
of symphony unheard
with rhythm primitive
throughout my body fast.
I want exhaustion hot
of passion pushed through each
and every pore.
sweet sweat
that slides from me to you.
Brian Kubicki
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Through Distorted Byes
Thin , red digital nuabers
read one-oh-three
Nope , too high
Scales don ' t lie, you know .
Five pounds take a vacation
feeling light and airy
But did it last? No .
Stupid friends
Parents and coach
know my secret
They watch me
force me to eat cake
and 1000-plus calories
a day
Not my style
up come the 1000 calories
and my parents aren't watching
This is good , but not perfect
Ten more pounds need
a vacation.
Friends stop worrying
parents stop watching
and I stop eating.
Water , fruit, more water
I think I floated out of my
bathroo11 today.
Exercise and passing out don't mix .
The doctors ship me off to a dungeon
I meet my vacationing enemies
through feeding tubes .
Dragging the clear feeding packet
across the cold floor
I move to the mirror,
mirrors don ' t lie, you know.
Lisa Jennifer Brown
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~irteen

Ways to Beat a Dead Blackbird

I

The blackbird's eye
Moved;
Poke it with a stick.
II

Three blackbirds die
As easily as ...
Three blackbirds
III

The blackbird fell like a
Stone
When I shot it in the autumn winds .
IV

A man and a woman
Are one .
A man and a wo~an and a blackbird,
.. . is perverted.
v
I prefer hitting blackbirds
With a soup ladle.
VI

A blackbird with
An icicle stuck through it,
Lay at the base of a
Frost covered window.
VII

Women stomp upon
Blackbirds in the market place .
The blackbirds die .

VIII

I know I know
Hore
Than dead blackbirds
Know.
IX

When the blackbird flew
out of sight,
I zapped it with an ICBH
X

A flock of blackbirds
Flew through the red light
Of a microwave tower,
And were instantly
cooked blackbirds.
XI

once, as I drove across
Connecticut,
A blackbird iced itself
on my windshield.
XII

I held a blackbird
Under a moving river .
It must never fly again.
XIII

Pack a blackbird
Into your next snowball .
Throw it at a cedar tree.

Dave Sisson
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CONSIDER THIS
You may live your life
Day to day,
and at eve
Feel secure wrapped around
A partial cup
Of warm milk.
But when
to seven
You will
And tiny

you add your days
(Sunday makes the week)
find the ladies like tea
cakes.

So you live your life
As a whole, as one who is complete
Because there will always be
Something beautiful about
Drinking cold water.
Marcie Schmitigal
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VIRGIN MARY
Mary charges
25 cents
to walk
half a block
to Payless.
People a block
away
stand on
their porches
and yell
her name
when they
need something.
Some days
she earns
three dollars.
She used the money
to buy
statues of
The Virgin Mary.
"They're all Mary,"
she says.
"I had
two daughters
I had to
put up for
adoptionthey'd be 28
and 30 years old
and they probably
have children
by now.
Me,
I've go t
my statue s. "
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Her boyfriend
Ray Markel
is in the swing
on the porch .
She gives
him cigarettes
and goes inside
to deliver
potato chips.
She comes out
cradling
six statues.
She stands them
in a row,
tall and short,
brunette and blonde,
smiling and sad.
"That's nothing,"
Markel says,
"You .know
that statue
The Spirit of Detroit,
the guy holding
up the sun?
That's me."
Jackie Hummaugh
Taken from Greg Lopez's "Another World,"
The Detroit News, sunday, September 24, 1989.
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Danny
Just a beautiful guy in my theater class,
(though far too eager to be called "beautiful")
with groovy hair that falls down to his thin shoulders
in luscious tendrils.
He's just a regular cynic
who reveres Led Zeppelin
as the Messiah,
don't ask me why
he calls himself a "blues man."
we spent a day on a roof together,
and he told me about his Now
and I told him anvut my Soon
and we reminisced together aLout our Thens,
looking down at all the white houses
between the sleepy orange trees.
It's terrible to debate ethics with him,
he'll either adjust his wire-rimmed glasses
and look a bit complacent
as if he was about to say something infinitely profound
and forgot,
or he'll just shake his head and say
"No, dude, you're wrong,"
and meander off, hunched in the shoulders.
swaggering forward,
he shakes his head as he lights a cigarette,
and then clenches his sharp fists ahead of him in his pockets,
as if in offense,
or expecting some kind of odd embrace,
but mostly displaying no specific sort of opinion at all,
except when forced to think about the future,
when he might display a glorious plan about how he would survive,
and ride off into the sunset alone
on a Harley.
For now,
he slowly crawls along a beach,
licked by the tugging, salty, receding tide
like an Atlantic crab.
A hard shell easily cracked open at Boardwalk lobster joints
revealing scrumptuous meat
that I'm allergic to .
Farah Stockman
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Cotillion in Pink
Since pastels are normally far too spoiled
and shy
to engage in any conversation about religion,
politics or passion,
Pink, oh vacuous Petal-Red, might wittily proclaim
(when out of earshot of any intellectual hues)
to well-dressed Lavender:
"Darling, did you see that scandalous Magenta over there?"
Or, batting her eyes at Mint Green,
"Can you imagine a Valentine without me?
What will the children's nursery be like
if I take a vacation?
Chocolate! Bring me truffles for lunch!"
she'd demand, and after denouncing true blood love,
of whom she is a counterpart,
(and ravenously envious of, I might add)
shallow in her diluteness,
she will skip outside for tea,
never admitting once
that she is not
a primary color.
Farah Stockman
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Tbe aoat life
Today I walked all the way to your houae,
across town briakly in the Sunday silence,
the late winter sky without blemish, snow vanished,
and all the aud from the melt
frozen hard.
I looked up at the alantin~ afternoon sun
and it thrilled me
the way it made each of my eyelashes burst
into rainbow circles of light,
and I smiled at the sun,
I thought I would tell you about my eyelash prisms
when I saw you .
And I thought about what I would say :
if you were home I'd ask you
if you wanted to walk;
but even if you said no,
it would still be joyous
because I knew I could walk to your house
anytime and feel welcome, I could
tell the truth, say I'd stopped by on a walk;
but even if I had just walked all the way across town
just to see you
just to be near ·you and with you
then that would be perfect, too .
I rang your doorbell, and waited for you
to come to the door and smile and glow
and you looked as happy as I felt
which made me
happier, and I said, "Get your coat,"
and you just grinned "okay"
and got your jacket and your camera and your
too-radiant face and we left, feeling free and cold
and far too alive .
And we walked down your quiet street
and watched two squirrels play tag in a huge bare tree
and laughed, and we breathed the ice-clear air,
we walked on campus and it was gorgeous
green and bright and empty
and we gazed at the world being simple and beaut i ful
and our eyes were filled with dancing stars,
and your denim jacket and your jeans and your eyes
matched the sky and made you seem
like a piece of it fallen and sunlit,
and our laughter smelled better than it ever has,
and the air put its arms around us and embraced us,
and I've never lived more than today.
Rachel Posner
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Birth
When I was born I came out clean
and everybody thought I might be an angel,
maybe I'd been rinsed off up in heaven
in a sunned-on ocean dotted with bright.
Hopes and coos bounced off the walls,
everything being up in the air, me not yet having
made any mistakes, me just being pink and perfect,
and even having blue eyes there for an instant.
Now my eyes are brown dots of dirty old shoes
and I'm no longer pink and I've long been imperfect
and nobody thinks that I might be an angel.
They do wonder, though~ what exactly I am.
Rachel Posner
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Beauty & Beauty & Beast
Beauty and Beauty walk hand in hand
around corners down corridors
and through their little blissful heart-shaped day,
the Beast is passed in the very same place
which is. hence, a meat-packing institute.
Beauty and Beauty are tied in a knot
outside amidst luncheon and falling fire leaves
and halos of content engulfing sun1ight,
and the Beast doesn't mean to but watches
out the window, a sit-com like a sedative.
Beauty is not only that, but crazy, infinite,
and bounding, and sharp: like candy,
and Beauty enveloped is not only that but
pure and radiant and clear and willow,
and they collect no dust only more and more beauty.
The Beast though is skunkish and moroni c ,
heavy and void and absolute bad breath;
a frog which kissed stays a frog; dirty diaper;
a tumor which begs to be severed and stomped out
before it impossibly but som~how taints Beauty.
Three exist in the light of the same s un,
in air which contains all theit" exhalings equa l,
and in the worthle ss stink of thP feeble, dull Beast
rise up, say thank you, praise ever Beauty
ancl Beauty, \vhose glorious smells slay the foul mons t t·r.
Rachel Posner
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K-9 CUSTODY CASE

When I go to college
my parents will fight for custody
of my dog.
It will be a long court battle.
In his shaggy robe
Davey will serve as judge,
his obedience school diploma
certifying he graduated second in his class.
My parents will go to all lengths
to legally cheat:
Dad holding up a leash and jogging shoes
making Davey yelp for the door.
Mom shaking a dish of Purina
as Davey drools on the floor.
on and on the trickery goes.
Offerings of favorite blankets, pillows,
tennis balls and squeaky toys.
Davey cannot judge character.
He will pick my father.
My mother will weep and sob,
calling me up for a final judgment.
I'll ask her why th~y didn't fight
for custody of me.
Brant Dykehouse
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Pita Ji (Grandfather)

staring out the window
searchinq for the qreen sign
Metro Airport--10 miles.
inside he finally arrives
white turban tied
handsome in his Nehru su i t .
hugging me after years
giving his blessing,
"Live long, my child.
India was so far.
finding the worn, black suitcase
driving home .
next morninq, he awakes
beginninq his summer ritual
without sound, takinq a cold bath.
tiptoeinq to our prayer rooa
reading our holy script Guru Granth sahib
not appearinq again until begged
to eat his lunch
one roti (bread) and lentils.
too weak to stand for long
Pita Ji sits on a lawn chair
rolling a soccer ball across the patio
with my brother, Aman
remembering how I used to play
when I was little
teachinq him the a,b,c's
diligently he took notes
patient - with his foreign language.
now I can only make his breakfast
raisin toast and peach jam
I am little no longer .
Kaaaljit K. Baqqa
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The streets of New Delhi
I sit on the unpaved road
matted with day-old cow remains.
A golden-hooded cobra sways
to the melody of the charmer's flute,
attracting ten-year-olds
like the jingling icecream truck
in the States.
I watch Jeet Aunty hanging the wash
on a clothesline covered with fleas-like a rotten peach.
cows moan, coming toward Aunty.
She slaps their buttocks
as they attempt to eat her petticoats.
I lay on my woven bed
sweat trickling from my chocolate forehead
cotton skirt sticking to me.
Looking down I notice
the bed's bamboo poles,
holding me up unstably on the unpaved road
matted with day-old cow remains.
Kamaljit K. Bagga
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Innercity Detroit
Mother, I watch you as we leave
Burton International School's parking lot
after our day in your classroom,
stapling posters on the bulletin board
before classes resume.
We see a dark man with burnt taffy skin
clenching his son's hand
walking fast, peering behind.
Another man struts pompously behind
grinning as he catches up
"Where's my goddamn money," he shouts,
shaking his fist.
The boy clings to his father's legs
crying.
Pulling over to Cass Avenue's side,
startled, you sob too, Mother
into your embroidered handkerchief.
For ten minutes we park
until you breathe deeply
and we drive home
to our suburb Norethville
silently.
Kamaljit K. Bagga
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BANKER HAN

Banker Man sits behind his desk
and doles out money to people
who have grubby, but .open hands.
(Banker Man comes home and his
wallet is closed to my pleas)
Banker Han has a plastic smile
that he dips in sweetness before
his door is opened.
(Banker Man comes home and the
grimace on his face scares me away)
Banker Man has a scourging eye
that he narrows when choosing
a candidate for a loan.
(Banker Man comes home and he
smilingly takes out a mortgage on my heart)
Banker Man keeps .an alter ego
in his closet to pat the backs
of unfortunate folk.
(Banker Man comes home and he
simply forecloses)
catherine Boyd
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The rough bark peels
off in splintery
handfuls as I
silently
(alaost)
cl1ab.

The broad leaves shimmer
on the ends of the
white birch-like
branches all
around
me.

Below, the old clock face
of brick hides in the
minute-grass about
the base of the
tree, tulip
numbers
swaying.
Ahead the black heat from the roof
mesmerizes, black shutters,
you can fall into
that kind of
black .

The bleached boards about
it scatter shards of
paint to the four
corners of the
blazing
sky.

Noon colors swirl and
slide green
shadows
into
blue
sky.
I should be mowing the lawn.

Off on a tangent of
angles, is the
door-trees'
silver
split.

Just over the pool of
bluegreens appears as
the only cool
place in a
whirl of
dust and
heat.

The street behind winds slowly
into the very heart of the
maze, confusing bikers
with its monotonous
gray turns and
twists.

Lawn mowers rattle
and hum in the
distant
air.
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People can Change and So•eti•es They Don't
Alicia Stewart
Holly's Bakery on a warm, sunny day in the small summer resort
town of Charlotte, Rhode Island .
The bakery is simple:
one
counter backed with red swivel stools , a small glass display case,
and an old, overused cash register on the counter.
The bakery is
empty except for two girls. Michelle Potter works at the bakery
as a summer job, and is wiping the counter.
Renee Chambers chats
as she •unches on a doughnut. She and her family are visiting the
town on vacation, and she has just run into her old friend whom
she has not seen for years. They are just becoming reacquainted.
They are both in their teens. The year : 1989.
Scene I
Michelle (Wiping the counter with a white rag): We always had so
•uch fun together! It's too bad you couldn't make it up here
all those years.
Renee : I know . Hy mom was having all of those complications, so
my dad rented out our cottage for five years.
Michelle:

How is your family?

Renee (thoughtfully) :
Well, my mom's a lot better, and my dad's
fine . Travis broke his leg skiing last winter, but he's fine
now.
Michelle:
oh, •Y goshl I forgot all about Travis! Is he still
that sa•e s•all, scrawny geek he was five years ago?
Renee (laughing):
Michelle :

He's not small & scrawny any more .

But he's still a geek?

Renee: Re•ember how he used to wear glasses, and
got embarrassed he'd push them up on his nose?
Michelle:

every time he

Yeh.

Renee : He's got contacts now, and he still tries to push them upl
He looks like he's trying to squash a bug or something!
(Both laugh.) He hasn't changed. He's still a geek.
Michelle :
Remember how he always tagged along wherever we went
·
because he didn't have any friends?
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Renee:

He still doesn't!

Michelle:
He looked like a lost dog - well, autt - following us
around everywhere. He had those big, sad eyes ...
Renee: That you always aade black and blue because he wouldn't do
what you wanted hi• tol
Michelle (s~iling slyly):
Like when we dressed hia up in my
clothes and tried to make hia my sister.
Renee: After you hit him I wasn't allowed to play with you for a
whole weeki
And Travis got so bored and he whined and
complained so much that he promised he'd never tell again.
Michelle: It's hard to believe he's only a year younger than you.
And you're half a year older than me . I've never thought of
him as my age before.
Renee: That's because he was always so
Only the outside of hi~'s changed.
Michelle:

immature.

He still is.

Hopefully for the better.

Renee (with humor): Because you'd want to go out with him, right?
(They both laugh.)
Michelle (choking to catch her breath): Yehl or maybe I'll marry
himl
I just love those kind of guys who shave three times a
year and have a head bigger than the rest of their body.
Renee:

Well, his body's changed some.

Michelle:

But a body doesn't •ake a person.

Renee: True. He's still a nerdy little pest on the inside.
(She
pauses and thinks, then checks her watch.)
I told him to
meet me here at two, and it's a quarter after.
Michelle: He probably got lost.
(They both laugh.
Michelle
continues to buff the counter while they both chatter on.
After a few minutes Renee spots her brother from the bay
window at the front of the shop. He's headed toward the
bakery.)
Renee (pointing out the window): Here he comesl
grow wide and she clutches Renee's arm . )
Michelle:

(Michelle's eyes

God bless puberty!

Renee (in horror):

Michelle!

Michelle (in a state of solemn
that five years ago!

awe) :

He sure didn't look like
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Renee (skeptically):
person.•

I

thought you

said "a body doesn't make a

Michelle: Oh, •ani His body sure doesl
(Renee's good-looking
brother stuibles across the step and stands awkwardly in the
doorway.) Travis!
(Michelle bounds out from behind the
counter and huvs him)
Travis (pushing on his nose where his glasses used to be):

Hil

Michelle (ecstatically):
How are you? I haven't seen you in so
longl
You've changed so muchl
Ohl
I can't believe it!
Just look at you!
Changed from cute to handsome just like
thatl
(She snaps her fingers. Renee falls silent and shakes
her head at Michelle.)
Travis (embarrassed):

Thank you.

How've you been?

Michelle:
I'm not too bad.
I have to work at this God-awful
place, but it's better now that you two are here.
(She casts
a long sweet smile at Travis.)
Renee (in a low voice): A body doesn't make a person!
(She casts
a long, stern look at Michelle. Michelle tosses her head.)
Michelle:
Travis:

I bet you think I'm such a hor•one talking like this ...
A what?

Michelle: I just ••an that I'm not glad to see you only because
you look different.
I just miss all of the fun we all used
to have together.
(Renee keeps silent.)
Travis (very surprised):

Oh ...

Michelle: I've eabarrassed you, haven't I? I'm sorry.
get here, and I get all carried away with emotion.
Renee:

That's an understatement.

Travis :
It's o.k.
much.
Renee

You just

You didn't expect my looks to have changed so

(sarcastically):
myself.

I

think

it's

the

personality change

Michelle:
Ti•e changes a person's opinions. I've changed, too.
I've realized what a waste it was picking on you all of those
years when we could have become great friends.
Travis:
You'd really want to be seen with me now?
before.

You never did
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Michelle:
Of course I'd want to be seen with youl
great personality! I like you.
Travis:

You've got a

You do?

Renee (sarcastically):

I hear wedding bells.

Michelle (glares at Renee): Travis, there's a party at Mervin's
tonight. A lot of ay friends fro• town will be there. Would
you like to come with •e and •eet the•?
Travis:

Renee, do you want to coae, too?

Renee: That's o.k. I promised Moa I'd take her down the quay .
You two go.
(Travis' eyes bulge.
He has never been on a
date before. Soae custoaers walk in and Michelle has to
leave her friends.)
Michelle :
Travis:
Michelle:

Heyl
O.k.

I'll pick you up at around 8:30, o.k.?
Byel

Bye, nowl

Renee (pointing at Michelle
need to talk.

with a vicious look in her eye):

Michelle (with a sticky smile):
Thank you, have
Please come again!
(Travis and Renee exit.)

a

We

nice dayl

